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Because it’s Pentecost and Peter tells us we can all dream, I want to share mine: 

 

I dream that we use a whole dictionary of names for God. That we discover a whole atlas of 

places to find God. That we be a true sanctuary – where we need not armor ourselves against 

language that ambushes and hurts. That our language helps us each to find meaning and healing, 

especially for the parts of ourselves that we’ve disowned and denied.  

 

We do this not to be politically correct or to make ourselves anxious about getting our words just right. 

We do it to lead us forward in compassion and justice. For the desire to connect is at the root of all 

language and it should not do otherwise if we can help it. 

 

Years ago, my friend Joyce brought her grandson to our church. We prayed the Lord’s Prayer as usual. 

That is, people said about five different versions, all at the same time. Joyce thought this might need 

explaining. “Oh,” said Michael, “I thought none of you knew the words.” That’s a Pentecost story if there 

ever was one.  

 

We are a people of the Word. We take words so seriously that Presbyterians ordain their pastors to a 

“Ministry of Word and Sacrament.” We are also a people of many words and many names. We don’t 

always know which to use.   

 

You know me as Phyllis. Only three people, each on their own, ever shortened it to Phyll. To my surprise, 

I liked the change because of who they were and what they mean to me. It made me feel stronger. I’m 

told that I named myself Pho Pho when I was too young to pronounce Phyllis. A very select few continue 

to call me that. The last time I was with my Dad, he walked into the kitchen where I sat with crossed legs. 

He ran a finger under my bare foot and said, “Morning, Sho Sho.” Either version softens my heart.  
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Nouns, Pronouns and the Names of God 

 

Names have a profound effect on us. Perhaps those in the transgender community know this most acutely. 

If I have three names, surely the Holy has many more. Of all the possible nouns and pronouns for God, 

we use very few, including some that trap us.  

 

The first sermon I ever preached was at a Unitarian church in Annapolis nearly 40 years ago. It was a 

time when feminist scholarship was afire and that remains my starting point when I think about language. 

Your starting point may be different. It might be race, physical ability, LGBTQ+ rights, or something 

else. Wherever you start, I hope you find that our language policy honors your concerns. If it doesn’t, 

please let us know. 

 

I know there are women here today, in this room, who were terribly abused as children, who were raped, 

or who were slapped and hit by those who claimed to love them. Maybe for these reasons, maybe in 

solidarity with them, or maybe for other reasons, you can hear some people quietly replacing dominant 

male language as we read and sing. That seems like a lot to ask – that they find individual solutions to a 

common problem.    

 

I do believe that more than a thousand years of God the Father – and a Straight White Father, at that – has 

given some men permission to behave very badly. “In the name of the Lord” has justified horrible abuse, 

including the rape of children and trafficking in babies – by some women as well as some men. If you 

read today’s Washington Post Magazine you know that this is not just a Catholic scandal, but a Protestant 

one, too. 2 A Washington Post story about a yoga studio shooting puts both events in a troubling context:  

 

[Hatred of women] is a kind of hatred that experts in extremism warn is becoming more common 

and more dangerous, providing what amounts to a new feeder network for white supremacy and 

neo-Nazi groups. ‘More and more, we see misogyny as the gateway drug for extremists,’ said 

Heidi Beirich of the Southern Poverty Law Center….3     

 

All of that is true. And yet…. 

 

I know a sweet, smart, funny six-year old who started life with one parent in prison and severely 

neglected by the other. Then a couple stepped in. One became Papa, the other Grandpa, and they gave 

him a new home. This is also what some men do. 

 

On a recent Sunday, the boy and his Papa sat in church. The boy worked all the staples out of the bulletin, 

then focused – hard – on putting them back into the same holes. His Papa suspected the boy wasn’t 

listening to the sermon. Days later, out of the blue, the boy proved him wrong, saying, “God is like you, 

Papa, because he loves me no matter what.”  

 

For myself, I’d rather never hear “God the Father” or “Lord” ever again. (I was charmed, though, when 

James Comey said, “Lordy, I hope there are tapes.”) That boy, though, is surrounded by love that spills 

everywhere. You’d better believe I want him to hear, read, and sing about a “Papa God.” And if you need 

that, I want you to have it, too. 

 

I spent years volunteering as a hospital chaplain. I know we are never too old to cry out for our parents. 

Even if our parents were wonderful in every way, seeing ourselves as perpetual children of an all-

powerful Parent God carries risks. We can be tempted – or encouraged – to hand over too much power 

and do too little ourselves to make the world a better place.   

 

When I became Presbyterian, I fell in love with the phrase, “reformed and always reforming.” That suits 

us here at RUC so well, with our penchant for searching and questioning. Nowhere is language reforming 

as quickly as around gender identity and expression. It seems there’s always been more gender diversity 
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and fluidity than many of us have known.4 Often, it’s been invisible. Or it’s been violently suppressed. It 

may even be in the Bible.  

 

In Transforming, author Austen Hartke says that scholars have been arguing for hundreds of years about a 

particular two-word Hebrew phrase that appears only twice in the whole Bible.5 The phrase refers to a 

specific garment, worn by both Joseph, favorite son of Jacob, and Tamar, King David’s daughter. In 2 

Samuel 13:18, Joseph’s coat-of-many-colors (or the Amazing Technicolor Dream Coat) is said to be what 

unmarried daughters of the king wore. Hartke speculates that Joseph was assigned male at birth but 

dresses in clothes associated with women and so fails to measure up to his culture’s expectations. The 

Rev. Talia Raymond, a UCC pastor in Florida, elaborates on the same Bible story.6 She and those she 

cites recognize that Joseph’s brothers were jealous of their father’s favoritism. But perhaps their extra 

savagery resulted from how Joseph dressed.  

 

With my interest in grammar, I confess that books by copy editors fascinate me. A book by Benjamin 

Dreyer, Copy Chief at Random House, is popular now.7 He accepts “they” as a singular pronoun when 

needed, but admits he tends to write around it. When an individual wants to use “they” for themselves, he 

considers it a matter of basic human respect, which he chooses to embrace. I also confess I didn’t always 

get “they” right when Jesy Littlejohn preached here during Lent. Changing language takes practice, which 

we can all do together.  

 

As a result of our new policy: You’ll continue to hear male language for the Holy. We’ll add more 

diversity of other language for God, too, like the names Donna put on the wall today. I think it’s time we 

sometimes say “God… they” too, as we add nonbinary terms to our dictionary of God. I’m curious to 

know what we learn about ourselves and our God if and when we do.  

 

Where Is God? The Language of Prepositions 

 

Diana Butler Bass, in her book Grounded, says that our culture asks, “Who Is God,” far less than we used 

to. Now we more frequently ask “Where was God?”8 So we need an atlas of the sacred, as well as a 

dictionary. 

 

We are experts at creating hierarchies and they are everywhere. In the sciences, physics is at the top, the 

social sciences at the bottom. In medicine, there are surgeons, then there are other physicians. Long ago, 

philosophers constructed the Great Chain of Being. God was at the very top, with angels underneath; 

followed by humanity, animals, and plants; then minerals dead last. There were dozens of subcategories at 

each level. Later, Christians simplified this to a three-tiered theology and held on tight: God in heaven 

above, life on Earth, and hell below.   

 

What the long and the short forms had in common was that non-human life was devalued. Some of the 

organisms most essential to our survival were valued least. The environmental movement still seeks 

antidotes to the trouble this caused. Since Christ came to upend the world, I wonder about a theology that 

puts rocks on top. Maybe then the Holy Trinity would be fertile soil, revved up decomposers, and 

photosynthesizing plants. Or maybe the great carbon, nitrogen, and hydrological cycles that run the planet 

and make it blue and green.   

 

Bass talks about how three-tiered theology crumbled in the 20th Century. After World War I, the 

Holocaust, and Hiroshima, people saw that we are fully capable of creating our own hell on Earth. 

Christian theology flattened – becoming more horizontal than vertical. When we asked, after 9/11 and 

Sandy Hook, “Where was God,” Bass saw an “astonishing consensus” emerging. The most repeated 

answer: God was with the victims. 

 

Bass see a spiritual revolution ahead:  
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The old God, the one believed in, preached, celebrated, and served in conventional religious 

institutions, is fading from view. And a new God, one of intimate longing and infinite love, 

experienced and proclaimed by seers and prophets through the ages, has risen just over the 

horizon. It is a new spiritual day.  

 

I don’t know if I agree about a coming spiritual revolution. But I do believe we still find God above and 

below us. Now it’s in the stars above and the Earth below. We find the Holy beside us, in nature, and 

within us, when we feel awe or create. This strikes me as a Holy of Prepositions. It’s similar in practice to 

invoking God from the four directions and the Navaho prayer that asks for Beauty before us and behind 

us; above us and below us; and all around us. 

 

As a result of our new policy: we plan to diversify the images we use, as well as the words. In such a well-

travelled congregation, I’d love to see us show photographs of places you find sacred. We’ll use more 

images and words that don’t personify God and that connect us to our natural world. I, like a number of 

you, feel the Spirit when creating. So there’s a collage I created on the bulletin cover; I hope it gives 

others the courage to share what you make: the poems you write, the music you compose, the work of 

your hands. 

 

When We Speak in Metaphors  

 

We have lots of choices for naming Who we worship. We have lots of places where we find that Mystery.  

 

We even have lots of choices for what God does, because some people claim that God is not a noun – but  

a verb. According to Bishop Shelby Spong: “God is not a noun that demands to be defined, God is a verb 

that invites us to live, to love, and to be.” This idea goes as far back as the 13th Century mystics. Today, 

“God Is a Verb” is also the name of a play, a sculpture of swirling feathers, and a plot line in Season 3 of 

“Orange is the New Black.” 

 

Things get more complicated when we think about how the Bible uses metaphors and how often they 

show up in our church music. How do we expand them to include everyone and adapt them to prevent 

harm?  

 

Metaphors state that something is something else – even though it’s really not. Cry me a river. Time is 

money. Karen Hering explains why metaphors are so important, especially in the vocabulary of faith.9 At 

their best, metaphors make our language vivid. They show us new relationships, spark new perceptions, 

and organize what we know. But also, she says, they can be what Emerson called “fossil poems.” They 

can carry old meanings, visibly or invisibly, and innuendos that we don’t intend.   

 

When Susan Sontag wrote her books about the metaphors surrounding cancer, then AIDS, she saw that 

calling these diseases plagues had consequences – in shame and stigma, in stories of judgment and 

punishment. Metaphorical thinking, she acknowledged, is seductive. But some metaphors are “unsavory 

and distorting” enough to avoid or try to retire them. Abstinence alone doesn’t work: “They have to be 

exposed, criticized, belabored, used up.”10    

 

I’ve just discovered the Irish poet Pádraig O Tuáma, who leads a center for peace and reconciliation in 

Belfast. Part of his poem “In the Name,” was our Psalm today. He claims that grammar saved him. In the 

midst of a horrible year of reparative/conversion therapy, his counselor corrected his language and 

instructed him on the right way to feel and talk about loving a woman. But the grammar of this advice 

was so convoluted that the poet walked out, offended, and found his own path. He has something 

important to say about language and about metaphors: 
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Much of what I’m talking about is the power of language. But I also suppose I want to speak 

about the language of power. Because if we do not pay attention to the language of power and the 

ways in which language trespasses upon the borders of power, well, then we are being willfully 

ignorant, I would say. I would have said, “blind,” a few years ago until Dave Cunningham, a 

friend of mine, said, “I’m blind. I’m not interested in my impairment being used as a metaphor 

for your stupidity.11   

 

The Bible takes us down some dubious paths when we talk about healing. This language of blindness 

crops up in some of our favorite hymns, including “Amazing Grace.” The Inclusive Language Guidelines 

of Metropolitan Community Churches suggest substituting “I once was bound, but now I’m free” for “I 

once was blind, but now I see.” Some will find this changes the meaning too much, but it does show what 

thoughtful editing can do. When you sing “Spirit” later, you’ll see a few words in bold type. We thought 

“heedless” was a better choice than “blind.”  

 

We follow a man whose body showed marks of profound physical impairment. If we aren’t physically 

impaired now, it’s only matter of time for most of us. If impairment is not a symptom of sin; not an 

opportunity for us to suffer virtuously; nor an opportunity for holier-than-thou-charitable action, as 

advocates such as Nancy Eisland say, then we have work of justice to do.12   

 

As a result of our new policy: I suspect you’ll hear Revs. Jennifer and Scott interpret healing stories in 

the Bible with fresh care. We’ll watch how we use metaphors about illumination, too, because so often 

light is equated with good, and black, or dark, with bad. That comes perilously close to saying the same 

about skin color and race.13   

 

The Ellipsis at the End of the Sentence .… 

 

Finally, a word of thanks:  

 

▪ To the anonymous author who wrote, in the old RUC Policy Manual, that the inclusive 

language policy was “in formation.” (I suspect someone on the Administration and Personnel 

Committee); 

▪ To Marc Donnelly and the Sanctuary Choir, who got us started; 

▪ To Pastor Scott, of course, who read multiple drafts and was excited about this project from 

the beginning;  

▪ To the Worship and Music Committee and the Council, which were both supportive and 

approved the final policy in April and May 2019, respectively; and 

▪ To the amazing people of GraceNotes, for their thoughtfulness and nurture. 

 

I repeat: “I dream that we use a whole dictionary of names for God. That we discover a whole atlas of 

places to find the Holy. That we be a true sanctuary – where we need not armor ourselves against 

language that ambushes and hurts. That our language helps each of us to find meaning and healing, 

especially for the parts of ourselves that we’ve disowned and denied.”  

 

From what I know of you, I believe you share this dream. You were living into it before I arrived – and 

we can do more. Our new “Policy and Covenant on Expansive and Inclusive Language” can be a rich and 

powerful tool to help us move forward.   

 

As copy editor Benjamin Dreyer says, “There’s no last word, only the next word.”   

 

Amen. 
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